
SELF INQUIRY

What emotions do you feel and thoughts do you hear when speaking
in confrontational or uncomfortable communication situations? Listen
deeply to your inner experience. 

How would you like to feel when communicating?
Use feeling words, see them, visualize the texture and quality. 

Where do you feel them?

What are the physical goals you want from activating your voice?

What results do you want to create?

Do any memories come to your
mind?



USE DISCOUNT CODE VOICE ACTIVATION

or contact via whatsapp wa.link/ae9g5q 

SIGN UP NOW

3 Deep Dive Sessions for $222 (Payment Plan Available)

Buy a Voice Activation Session Pass
Now and Save 35%

https://satavtar.com/voice-activation/


CONTACT VIA WHATSAPP OR EMAIL: wa.link/ae9g5q  

20% DISCOUNT
 FOR COURSE PARTICIPANTS

PRIVATE YOGA & ASTROLOGY
PROTOCALS & READINGS

One on One Support Access to Dozens of Recorded Classes

Personalized Reading Meditation Protocal

Unlock the foundational potential to deeply understanding yourself, patterns and unique 

purpose and the key energetic hurdles you will face. It gives you the practical structure

and spiritual guidance to achieving soul embodiment.No relationship more important than

the one you cultivate with yourself. Healing the societal separation from self is our greatest

purpose. Based on your numerology and astrology recieve a protocol of practices for your 

current energetic shifts, and challenges.

Discover the Secrets of YOU



Rukiya

Client Testimonials

Thank you for teaching me to speak from my full 
spectrum being from the root up. It has been 
supremely supportive. I have deep gratitude for you 
and your wholesome and balanced vibrations. 

Dancer

Paula

Today was such a great experience. My heart opened 
completely. I had a blockage for some time. But today I 
coul feel if open, and I am so grateful!

Realtor

Katy

I did a private healing session with Sat Avtar it was 
everything I needed and more. She’s very intuitive, 
clear and intentional. She will intuively know how 
to work till with you. What I love the most is how 
raw and honest she is.

Photographer



 I cańt even find words to describe
 the transformation Íve experienced…

My main intentions for this course were processing the 

death of my father & my relationships with men. I wanted to

 find deeper understanding of myself and why I react in

 certain ways, and especially discover the root cause of my 

sadness and depression in my life. And although my 

intentions were already serious enough I couldńt even

 imagine Íd gain much more than just that in the end.  imagine Íd gain much more than just that in the end. 

The information Jamie shares in this course is truly unique

 & mind blowing. It took me a while to process this information 

and apply to it real life. And I know that from now on,

 it is a continuos  Life-long dedication & practice.
- YANA

FEMININE EMBODIMENT 
& ACTIVATION

The Feminine core of polarity is healing. 
After centuries of  feminine wisdom 
being buried under fear of persecution. 
This reading is the foundational key to
 unlocking your Feminine potential 

20% DISCOUNT 
TO COURSE PARTICIPANTS



15% DISCOUNT
 FOR COURSE PARTICIPANTS

15% DISCOUNT
 FOR COURSE PARTICIPANTS

AQUARIAN YOGI
ONLINE KUNDALINI CLASSES

AQUARIAN YOGI
ONLINE KUNDALINI CLASSES

On Demand ClassesOn Demand Classes Expert TeachersExpert Teachers

HD StreamingHD Streaming Cancel AnytimeCancel Anytime

Yoga and the spiritual arts give us the full sensory experience; naturally.  Today we get 

addicted to technology and insta-satisfaction. But life should be a creative journey of 

depth. It should have heart. We all want to feel real. To be seen. Status quo doesn’t 

work anymore. Try a new technology. Makes every day yours.

Yoga and the spiritual arts give us the full sensory experience; naturally.  Today we get 

addicted to technology and insta-satisfaction. But life should be a creative journey of 

depth. It should have heart. We all want to feel real. To be seen. Status quo doesn’t 

work anymore. Try a new technology. Makes every day yours.

YOGIC TECHNOLOGY FOR EXCELLENCEYOGIC TECHNOLOGY FOR EXCELLENCE

TRY IT FREETRY IT FREE

DISCOUNT CODE: VOICEACTIVATION 

https://aquarianyogi.net/join-us/

